
Removable Tub Bench
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

THIS PRODUCT SHOULD BE INSTALLED BY QUALIFIED PERSONNEL

1. Determine desired tub seat location.

3. Check Bench for:

Storing the Bench:

The seat must be located on the bathtub so that the swing-down legs are perpendicular to the
Tub Bench, and that the leveling feet are positioned on a clean, FLAT surface. 

Swing down the legs 90 degrees until the “Locking Pin” snaps through
the hole in the leg bracket, into its stopping position. The legs will be
locked in their “down” position.

2. Determine seat height from the floor and location relative to the tub and bathroom finished floor.
ADA guidelines advise a �nished seat height of 17’’ to 19’’ above the bathroom �nished �oor.

Place the tub clamp over the front of the 
tub ledge. Level and lock the adjustable 
feet. Tighten the Tub Clamp to secure the
seat onto the tub ledge.

Do not “over-tighten” the Tub Clamp, 
which may distort the Tub Clamp Bracket.

1) Correct �nished height.

2) Tub Clamp properly secured on tub ledge.

3) “Swing Down Legs” locked in down 
position @ 90 degrees, perpendicular to the
tub �oor.

4) The rubber leveling feet must be positioned on a 
FLAT surface to the tub �oor. (Not resting on the radius 
corner of the tub.)

-Loosen clamps and remove the bench.
-Push the spring clip in FIRST then fold legs. 
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The Swing Down Legs
and Locking Pin will

automatically lock the
legs into place.
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